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Question No : 1 

Which statement is true regarding the recovery plan file?  

 

A. It is a list of all nodes to be recovered from an archive.  

 

B. It contains information required to recover an archive created by a node.  

 

C. It is created automatically whenever theMOVE DRMEDIAcommand is run.  

 

D. Is a template that contains information including commands for recovering the IBM Tivoli Storage 

Manager database.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 2  

What controls the flow of data from a primary random disk storage pool to a sequential tape storage pool?  

 

A. migration  

 

B. expiration  

 

C. motivation  

 

D. integration  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 3  

What does the command query inclexcl show?  

 

A. Details of which files are backed up.  

 

B. The specific order in which files are backed up.  

 

C. Which users have restore privileges for specific files.  

 

D. The include/exclude statements in the order they will be processed.  
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Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 4  

Which statement is true about node replication?  

 

A. Only Backup-Archive data can be replicated.  

 

B. Node data can be replicated to multiple targets.  

 

C. Node replication does not support deduplication.  

 

D. Replicated data may be encrypted during transmission.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 5  

What is the purpose of a storage agent?  

 

A. Tracks storage utilization  

 

B. Enables LANFree backups  

 

C. Acts as a failover path for the TSM server  

 

D. Manages the performance of the data transfer over SAN  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 6  

If there is no icon to start the IBM Tivoli Storage Manager Java GUI on a UNIX system, which step can be 

taken to start the GUI?  

 

A. reboot the UNIX client  

 

B. run the dsmj program  

 

C. run the dsmc program  

 

D. issue the restart tsm command  
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Answer: B 

 

 

Question No : 7  

What is the result when the migrate process moves data from a deduplicated pool to a non-deduplicated 

pool?  

 

A. The migration process fails.  

 

B. The target pool is marked as deduplicated.  

 

C. The data is reconstituted on the target pool.  

 

D. The data in both storage pools is reconstituted.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 8 

What is left on the client disk when a file is migrated using IBM Tivoli Storage Manager space 

management?  

 

A. a mig file  

 

B. a stub file  

 

C. no file is left  

 

D. a directory file  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 9  

The host application creates transaction logs and rotates old logs to a temp directory every hour. Which 

action ensures the logs are saved to the IBM Tivoli Storage Manager server before deleting them?  

 

A. Use continuous data backup of the temp directory.  

 

B. Archive the temp directory hourly and specify the DELETEFILES option.  

 

C. Run a snapshot and specify the post-snapshot script to delete old logs.  
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D. Run an incremental backup and use the host scheduler to delete log files.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 10 

Which scheduling mode is initiated by the server contacting a registered client?  

 

A. All  

 

B. Polling  

 

C. Initiated  

 

D. Prompted  

 

Answer: D 

 

 

Question No : 11  

What occurs in the IBM Tivoli Storage Manager (TSM) Operations Center V7.1 when the command set 

statusskipasfailure off type=vm is set in the TSM server?  

 

A. Reporting for virtual systems is disabled.  

 

B. Monitoring of back up data for virtual systems is disabled.  

 

C. Virtual systems with files skipped during backups are no longer evaluated for at risk status.  

 

D. Virtual systems that missed the scheduled backup are no longer evaluated for at risk status.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 12 

Which two tasks belong to the daily server maintenance procedure?  

 

A. register node  

 

B. activate policy  

 

C. expire inventory  
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D. back up database  

 

E. identify duplicates  

 

Answer: C,D  

 

 

Question No : 13 

In the IBM Tivoli Storage Manager (TSM) Operations Center V7.1, what does the interval parameter of 

the set statusatriskinterval specify?  

 

A. It sets the amount of time before the TSM server contacts the client for a backup.  

 

B. It sets the amount of time before a scheduled backup can be run from the Operations Center.  

 

C. It sets the number of days elapsed between the client and the server activity before the client is 

removed from reporting.  

 

D. It sets the amount of time since a successful client backup has completed before the Operations 

Center considers the client at risk.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 14  

What is the default log to record scheduled command output on a client?  

 

A. schedule.log  

 

B. tsmsched.log  

 

C. dsmsched.log  

 

D. adsmsched.log  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 15 

Which two statements are true regarding a client schedule being manually launched in the Operations 

Center?  

 

A. The client must be in schedule polling mode.  
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